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Abstract

Keywords:

Giant cell tumor (GCT) of bone is a distinctive neoplasm characterized by abundance of multinucleated giant cells scattered throughout the stroma of 
mononuclear cells. Its importance lies in recognizing and differentiating the characteristic histology, which at times may mimic several other bone tumors 
and endocrine disorders ranging from locally aggressive giant cell granulomas to hyperparathyroidism to malignant tumors. The jaw bones account for 
less than 1% of this lesion. We present a rare case of GCT of the mandible which occurred in a 19-year-old  male.

 Giant cell tumor, mandible, mononuclear cells

Introduction

Case ReportJ
GCT including enucleation, curettage, 

[9]affe and Lichetenstein first described cryotherapy, radiation, resection, amputation .
the lesion in the early 1940 in studies of 
unicameral bone cysts. They are A 19 year old healthy male patient reported 

considered as pseudocyst because of lack of with chief complaint of swelling in front region 
[1]epithelial lining . The GCT's had been of lower jaw, which has come to patient's notice 

described under a variety of names viz: around 2 months back.(Figure.1)There was no 
(Figure.3a,b - Crevicular and vestibular incision given)

haemorrhagic osteomyelitis, ossifying past history of trauma, pain and mobility. The lesion was separated from surrounding 
haematoma, osteitis fibrosa cystica, atypical bone and soft tissue with the help periosteal 
subperiosteal giant cell tumor, aneurysmal giant elevators and curettes completely and then sent 
cell tumor, hemangiomatous bone cyst, for biopsy(Figure.4a,b,c) and histopathological 
subperiosteal bone aneurysm, expansile examination.(Figure.5)

[2]haemangioma and pulsating giant cell tumor . 
The incidence of these tumours in facial bone is 
infrequent, with a 2–12% of all giant cell 

[3]tumours of the body . In case of craniofacial 
location, the mandible is more frequently 
affected than the maxilla with a proportion from (Figure.1 - Pre- operative image of patient)

[4,5]2:1 to 11:9 . The body and the mandibular On oral examination, there was hard bony 
(Figure.4 a,b,c - Lesion separated from surrounding 

ramus are the main location with rare case swelling i.r.t, lower anteriors (31,32,41,42 ) bone and sent for biopsy)
reports in the coronoid process and the extending both buccally and lingually below 

[5]
tongue. Also the roots of anterior teeth which mandibular condyle .
are associated with the lesion, have migrated The age of presentation is the second or 

[6]third decades of life.  The median age of apart.
Patient was advised for OPG.(Figure.2) diagnosis is 13 years. 80% of the patients are 

OPG revealed radiolucent lesion irt31,32, 41, under the age of 20, with greater sex 
[7] 42  which was inconclusive, so advised for 3d – predilection in female (62%) . Although GCT 

CT scan.CT scan revealed marked localized is a benign lesion, it can behave locally in an 
expansile growth of the lesion both bucally and aggressive manner because of its rapid growth 
lingually, indicating its aggressive nature.and osteolytic capacity. 

The best and the most accepted theory of 
relationship between GCT, Central giant cell 
granuloma (CGCG), and traumatic bone cyst 
(TBC) is presented by Hillerup and Hjorrting-

[8]Hansen , who proposed that these lesions are 
(Figure.5-Histopathological examination report)

different manifestations of the same general 
Iodoform dressing was placed for healing of 

process, the cause of which is a “vascular 
the wound with some sutures so to retain the 

mishap” resulting from trauma, primary bone 
dressing at that region.(Figure.6 a,b)

disease or malformation. The rapid growth may 
(Figure.2 - OPG)

result in the erosion of the cortical plates of an Hence patient was advised for treatment 
asymptomatic slow growth lesion that then which include enucleation of the lesion with all 

[1,3]becomes symptomatic . The multilocularity the four anterior teeth. Healing will be by 
with soap bubble or honey comb appearance secondary intention with periodic dressing by 
radiographically, should be differentiated with iodoform guaze.
ameloblastoma, giant cell granuloma, ossifying The procedure is performed under L.A . A 

(Figure.6 a,b-Iodoform dressing and sutures)fibroma, sarcomas. The histologic features crevicular incision was given from lower left Dressing was changed every 10th day and consist of a fibrous connective tissue stroma canine to right canine (33,32,31,41,42,43) and a after 3 months the wound healed uneventfully. containing many cavernous or sinusoidal blood vestibular incision is given in buccal and lingual (Figure.7a,b)filled spaces. Surgical curettage and excision canine region. Subperiosteal flap was raised 
have been the treatment of choice. Various exposing the pathology. (Figure. 3a,b)
modalities have been used in the treatment of 
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lesions. radiolucency with poor margination. Histo-
pathologically, the even distribution of giant Though many options have been performed 
cells throughout the cellular stroma composed for the similar case but concerning the 
of hyperchromatic and pleomorphic cells, the treatment, the gold standard is still the surgical 

[13] giant cells with central aggregation of nuclei excision and curettage of the cavity . There 
close to 25–50 all led to the diagnosis being have been various treatment modalities used in 

(Figure.7 a,b - Post operative images) made in favor of GCT of the mandible.the treatment of GCT, including enucleation, 
[9] curettage, cryotherapy, radiation, resection . 
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